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With the emergence of the mobile app ecosystem, user location data has escaped the grip
of the tightly regulated telecommunication industry and is now being collected at unprecedented scale and accuracy by mobile advertising, platform, and app providers. This paper
is based on discussions of the authors at the Dagstuhl seminar on Mobility Data Mining and
Privacy. It seeks to highlight this shift by providing a tutorial on location data flows and associated privacy risks in this mobile app ecosystem. It then also reflects on the implications
for the mobile privacy research community.

I.

Introduction

The phones we carry around as we go about our daily
lives do not only provide a convenient way to communicate and access information, but also pose privacy risks by collecting data about our movements and
habits. For example, they can record when we get up
in the morning, when we leave our homes, whether
we violate speed limits, how much time we spend at
work, how much we exercise, whom we meet, and
where we spend the night. The places we visit allow
inferences about not just one, but many potentially
sensitive subjects: health, sexual orientation, finances
or creditworthiness, religion, and political opinions.
For many, such inferences can be embarrassing, even
if they are untrue and simply misinterpretations of the
data. For some, this movement data can even pose a
danger of physical harm, such as in stalking cases.
These risks have been amplified by the emergence
of smartphones and the app economy over the last few
years. We have witnessed a fundamental shift in mobility data collection and processing from a selected
group of tightly regulated cellular operators to a complex web of app providers and Internet companies.
This new ecosystem of mobility data collectors relies
on a more sophisticated mix of positioning technologies to acquire increasingly precise mobility data. In
addition, smartphones also carry a much richer set of
sensors and input devices, which allow collection of a
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diverse set of other data types in combination with the
mobility data. Many of these types of data were previously unavailable. While individual aspects of these
changes have been highlighted in a number of articles as well as in a string of well-publicized privacy
scandals, the overall structure of current mobility data
streams remains confusing.
This position paper intends to survey this new mobility data ecosystem and to discuss the implications
of this broader shift. The survey includes the types of
data collected, the positioning technologies involved,
and the purpose of the collection as well as privacy
threats resulting from such data. We begin in Section II by reviewing how cellular networks have to
monitor the location of subscriber phones to be able
to route incoming calls and to provide the ability to
locate emergency callers (known as E911 in the US).
We survey the technologies used by operators to determine the position of a phone, describe how this
location information at operators is stored, and how
it is accessed by law enforcement entities [27, 26]
and selected application service providers. We then
describe how smartphone apps can directly acquire
position and movement information from the handset, without assistance from cellular operators. This
can involve different positioning technologies based
on crowdsourced maps of WiFi access points and cell
sectors, which poses additional privacy risks. We further discuss several classes of apps, such as locationbased applications that collect position information to
deliver location-targeted information and advertising-

supported apps that collect position and mobility information for targeted ads. In addition to the commercial use of mobile network and application data, we
present the scientific point of view on the data.
In Section III we discuss privacy threats and risks
that arise from the data collection. In particular, we
distinguish risks for the three types of collected data.
First, we assume that location information is available
along with a personal identifier. Second, we relax this
notion and assume (a series of) anonymous location
data. Finally, we consider how location information
about a user may be derived even though no georeference is included in the collected data.
We conclude our work with a section on the manifold implications of this rapidly evolving mobility
data ecosystem. We find that it is difficult to understand the data flows, apparently even for the service
providers and operators themselves [7, 17, 24] . There
appears to be a much greater need for transparency,
perhaps supported by technical solutions that monitor and raise awareness of such data collection. We
find that location data is increasingly flowing across
national borders, which raises questions about the effectiveness of current regulatory protections. We also
find that applications are accessing a richer set of sensors, which allows cross-referencing and linking of
data in ways that are not yet fully understood.

II.

Location Data Collection

In order to assess privacy risks posed by location
and mobility data, in a first step an overview on current data collection practices and the general characteristics of such data is given. We distinguish
three groups of data collectors (observers): mobile
network operators (MNO), mobile platform service
providers (MPSP), and application service providers
(ASP). While for the first group of observers (MNOs),
location data is generated and collected primarily due
to technical reasons, i.e. efficient signaling, in the case
of MPSP and ASPs location information is usually
generated and collected to support positioning, mapping, and advertising services and to provide various
kinds of location based services. Figure 1 provides
a schematic overview on location data generated by
mobile phones but also highlights the specific components and building blocks of mobile phones which
are controlled by the different entities. Furthermore,
available location data originating from the aforementioned layers may be re-used to support various new
(third-party) businesses. Typically the data is then
anonymized or aggregated in some way before being
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Figure 1: A schematic overview on a today’s smartphone, its essential building blocks and their controllers illustrating the generation and information
flow of location data.
transferred to third parties.
The primary – and usually most accurate – source
for location information that we associate with a mobile phone is a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) as, for example, GPS. However, any mobile radio-based communication system can be either
used to acquire location data (e.g. through triangulation) or location data is implicitly generated (e.g. by
cell / network association). Section II.A discusses details on location information in mobile telephony networks. WiFi-based positioning and various combination thereof are briefly discussed in Section III.A.
In today’s smartphones the GNSS unit is usually
bundled with a so-called baseband processor, which
is an autonomous CPU running the mobile network
stack, e.g., handling calls, network attachment etc. A
MNO is required by regulation to provide a device’s
location within 50 - 300 meters in the case of an emergency (E-911) 1 . Due to the bundling of GNSS and
baseband CPU accurate positioning of an individual
device becomes possible even in situations where cellular network positioning is difficult or too inaccurate
(e.g. in rural areas).
Baseband and application CPU are both conceptually and physically separated. On today’s smart1
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phones the user interacts solely with the mobile platform, i.e. a sophisticated mobile operation system,
which runs on the application (generic) CPU. The mobile platform concentrates various location information sources into a single location API and further
implements and enforces user-defined privacy policies. The application layer (so-called apps) connects
to such an API in order to retrieve and use location
data.

II.A.

Collection and Usage of Mobile
Telephony Network Data

As an example for mobile telephony networks we discuss the widely deployed GSM infrastructure, as its
successors UMTS (3G) and LTE (4G) have a significantly smaller coverage and share most of its principal
characteristics. A typical GSM network is structured
into cells, each served by a single base transceiver
station (BTS). Larger cell-compounds are called location areas. To establish a connection to the mobile
station (MS) e.g. in the case of an incoming connection request, the network has to know if the MS is still
available and in which location area it is currently located. To cope with subscriber mobility the location
update procedure was introduced. Either periodically
or when changing the location area, a location update
is triggered. The time lapse between periodic location
updates is defined by the network and varies between
infrastructure providers.
Additionally, the infrastructure’s radio subsystem
measures the distance of phones to the serving cell to
compensate for the signal propagation delay between
the MS and BTS. The timing advance (TA) value (8bit value) is used to split the cell radius into virtual
rings. In the case of GSM these rings have a size of
roughly 550 m in diameter. The TA is regularly updated and is sent by the serving infrastructure to each
mobile phone. In the following we will provide details on the different positioning methods available to
MNOs.

II.A.1.

Active Positioning

To obtain a position of an idle phone, active communication, e.g., voice/text/data transmission but also
protocol related communication like location updates,
IMSI attach, etc. is required. Thus, the network either has to wait for the next active period of the MS
(e.g. phone call, location update) or has to trigger MS
activity. This can be achieved by transmitting a socalled silent text message in order to force an active
communication without raising the user’s awareness.

Active positioning methods yield immediate and
more accurate results. These methods work without special requirements on the mobile station and
achieve a positioning accuracy of up to 50 m in urban areas (TDOA) [38]. However, there are additional
costs involved (e.g. network utilization, suitable infrastructure as, e.g., SLMC) and thus, an incentive
and dedicated target is required. In general, active
GSM positioning methods are not suitable for location tracking of massive amounts of people, but are a
valuable and quite accurate tool to track individuals.

II.A.2.

Call Data Records

For billing purposes so-called call data records (CDR)
are generated. This datum usually consists of the cellID where a call has been started (either incoming or
outgoing), the cell where a call has been terminated,
start time, duration, ID of the caller and the phone
number called. A typical GSM cell size ranges from
a few hundred meters in diameter to a maximum size
of 35 km. In a typical network setup a cell is further
divided into three sectors. In that case also the sector
ID is available, and the sector ID is also part of a call
record. CDRs are usually not available in real-time.
However, MNOs store CDRs for a certain time span,
either because of legal requirement (e.g. EU data retention directive [13]) or accounting purposes.

II.A.3.

Alternative, Non-Standard Positioning Methods

Another, (non-standard) method to determine the location of a MS is to make use of received signal strength measurement results. Usually based on
databases derived from signal propagation models
used during the planning phase of the infrastructure,
this data an be exploited to create a look-up table for
signal measurements to determine the MS’s location.
Based on the cell, TA and received signal strength of
the serving cell as well as the six neighboring cells,
[42] achieved a positioning accuracy of below 80 m in
67% of cases and below 200 m in 95% of cases in an
urban scenario. In a recent study using RSSI in combination with map information and movement prediction [6] achieved in 50% of cases less than 19 m and
in 95% of cases less than 64 m of accuracy. While
these methods seem cost effective (no changes to infrastructure or protocols required) and technically feasible they are usually not available in current deployments yet.

II.A.4.

Re-Use of Cellular Data

Mobile telephony networks and their physical characteristics are able to help locating mobile phone users
in the case of an emergency and may be a valuable
tool for search and rescue (SAR) [30]. For instance,
[8] analyzed post-disaster populations displacement
using SIM-card movements in order to improve the
allocation of relief supplies.
Furthermore, location information gathered
through mobile telephony networks is now a standard
tool for crime prosecution and is used by the EC Data
Retention Directive with the aim of reducing the risk
of terror and organized crime [13]. As an example,
law enforcement officials seized CDRs over a 48 hour
timespan resulting in 896,072 individual records containing 257,858 call numbers after a demonstration
in Dresden, Germany, went violent [26]. Further,
the police of North Rhine-Westphalia issued 225,784
active location determinations on 2,644 different
subjects in 778 preliminary proceedings in 2010 [34].
While in principle law enforcement could also collect
location- and movement-data from MPSP and ASPs,
difficulties arise if such data is stored outside of the
respective jurisdiction.
Additionally, commercial services are based on the
availability of live mobility patterns of larger groups.
(e.g. for traffic monitoring or location-aware advertising [25]). Thus, location information of network subscribers might be passed on to third parties. Usually,
subscribers are neither aware of the extent of their information disclosure (just by carrying a switched-on
mobile phone), nor of how the collected data is used
and by whom. Even sporadic disclosure of location
data, e.g. through periodic location updates, are able
to disclose a users frequently visited places (i.e. preferences) in an accuracy similar to continuos location
data after 10-14 days [36].

Consequently, MPSPs and ASPs are interested to profile users and personal data is disclosed in an unprecedented manner to various (unknown) commercial entities which poses serious privacy risks.
In general, mobile advertising is similar to online
advertising involving the four main entities: advertiser, publisher, client and broker [19]. The advertiser is interested to promote his goods or services
and provides the ad content. Publishers (e.g. websites, apps) provide the space to place an advertisement (e.g. in form of a banner) and clients refer to
the devices that receive the advertisement. Brokers
play the mayor role in the advertising ecosystem as
they connect advertisers, publishers and clients. In
a mobile advertising setting they are also known as
ad networks. Their task is the optimal placement of
advertisements given the available pool of advertising
space, advertisements and users that can be addressed.
Smartphones are ideal clients for targeted advertising
because they are typically used by a single user. In
consequence, brokers are highly interested in personal
information stored or available on smartphones that
allow to infer a user’s interests. As MPSPs and ASPs
are potentially able access such information, they have
become a mayor player in the advertising ecosystem.
Often, they even subsume the roles of publisher and
broker. For instance, Google offers advertising space
in its search engine and owns the mobile advertising
company called AdMob. Similarly, Apple acquired
the mobile advertising platform iAd.
Over the past years, researchers and journalists
have started to analyze apps and mobile operating systems w.r.t. the collection of personal data [16, 22,
11, 1, 37, 39, 7]. The analyses show that sensitive
information is accessed and transmitted. The following sections provide an overview on how data is collected and examples about personal information that
is or was collected by MPSPs and ASPs.

II.B.

II.B.1.

Collection and Usage of
Through MPSPs and ASPs

Data

Mobile advertising is one of the fasted growing advertising media, doubling its yearly revenue over the
next years by a prediction of [14]. The availability of
new powerful mobile devices (e.g. Smartphones) in
combination with comprehensive and affordable mobile broadband communication has given rise to this
new generation of advertising media, which allows to
deliver up-to-date information in a context-aware and
personalized manner. However, personal information
as a user’s current location and personal preferences
are prerequisite for a tailored advertisement delivery.

MPSP – Positioning & Profiling
Services

There are three reasons for MPSP to collect location
information: positioning, mapping, and advertising.
These services can also be provided by third parties
but in practice they have become so important for the
mobile ecosystem that they are usually linked into the
mobile platform itself and offered by the mobile platform service provider.
For instance, mobile platform providers utilize their
installation base to create or support new (commercial) services based on crowdsourced data. Even
though a mobile phone may not be equipped with

GPS, a position may be obtained by approximate location determination based on mobile telephony infrastructure or WiFi. The sensor data is sent to external services and external information sources are
used to improve (i.e. speed-up) the determination of
the user’s current location. Thus, the modeling of the
user’s context is not conducted solely on the user’s device anymore. Just as well as the user’s location, data
necessary for calculation and displaying requested information are usually not stored on the user’s device
anymore. It is downloaded to the user’s device only on
demand. Therefore, the user’s whereabouts (as well
as the user’s preferences) have to be transmitted to the
service provider frequently.
By aggregating location information of many users,
such information could improve or enable new kinds
of services. For instance, Google Mobile Maps makes
use of user contributed data (with the user’s consent)
to determine and visualize the current traffic situation.
In Spring 2011 it was found that Apple’s iPhone
generates and stores a user’s location history, more
specifically, data records correlating visible WiFi
access-points or mobile telephony cell-ids with the
device’s GPS location on the user’s phone. Moreover, the recorded data-sets are frequently synchronized with the platform provider. Presumably, this
data is used by MPSPs to improve database-based, alternative location determination techniques for situations where GNSS or similar techniques are not available or not operational. Thus, re-visited locations are
stored on the phone irregularly. Therefore they are
not suitable for identifying frequently visited places
and providing semantic interpretations to routine trips
and activities [2]. Still, the stored locational information is sufficient for inferring which places have been
visited by a phone owner or, in contrast, which places
were not attended. Such information can be harmful
to personal privacy, too, if a person was expected to
visit some places due to his obligations.

II.B.2.

ASP – Personalization of Mobile
Context

In order to perform dedicated tasks apps, also access
other data such as the user’s contacts, calendar and
bookmarks as well as sensors readings (e.g. camera,
microphone). If these apps have access to the Internet,
they are potentially able to disclose this information
and are a serious thread to user privacy [22]. Most
often, advertisement libraries (e.g., as part of an app)
require access to the phone information and location
API [16] in order to obtain the phone’s IMEI number
and geographic position.

For instance, Apple Siri records, stores and transmits any spoken request to Apple’s cloud-based services where it is processed through speech recognition software, is analyzed to be understood, and is
subsequently serviced. The computed result of each
request is communicated back to the user. Additionally, to fully support inferencing from context,
Siri is ”expected to have knowledge of users’ contact lists, relationships, messaging accounts, media
(songs, playlists, etc) and more” 2 , including location
data to provide the context of the request, which are
communicated to Apple’s data center. As an example
of Siri’s use of location data, users are able to geo-tag
familiar locations (such as their home or work) and set
a reminder when they visit these locations. Moreover,
user location data is used to enable Siri to support requests for finding the nearest place of interest (e.g.,
restaurant) or to report the local weather.

II.C.

Specifics of Episodical Movement
Data

Most of the data collected by MNO, MPSP and ASP
can be referred as ’Episodical Movement Data’: data
about spatial positions of moving objects where the
time intervals between the measurements may be
quite large and therefore the intermediate positions
cannot be reliably reconstructed by means of interpolation, map matching, or other methods. Such data
can also be called ’temporally sparse’; however, this
term is not very accurate since the temporal resolution
of the data may greatly vary and occasionally be quite
fine.
Three types of uncertainty in episodic movement
data are identified in [5]. First, the common type of
uncertainty is the lack of information about the spatial positions of the objects between the recorded positions (continuity), which is caused by large time intervals between the recordings and by missed recordings.
Second, a frequently occurring type of uncertainty is
imprecision of the recorded positions (accuracy). Due
to these two types of uncertainty, episodic movement
data cannot be treated as continuous trajectories, i.e.,
unbroken lines in the spatio-temporal continuum such
that some point on the line exists for each time moment. Third, the number of recorded objects (coverage) may also be uncertain due to the usage of a service or due to the utilized sensor technology. For example, one individual may carry two or more devices,
which will be registered as independent objects. On
the other hand, some techniques only capture devices
2
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which are turned on. The activation status may change
while a device carrier moves.
Figure 2 and 3 emphasizes the differences between
continuous and smooth GPS-based trajectories and
discrete and abrupt phone-based trajectories. Two images on the left show a map (Figure 2) and so-called
space-time cube representation (Figure 3) of a oneday car trajectory in Milan, Italy. Similarly, two images on the right show a map and a space-time cube
of a single-day phone-based trajectory.
It should be noted that many of the existing data
analysis and privacy preservation methods designed
for dealing with movement data are explicitly or implicitly based on the assumption of continuous objects’ movement between the measured positions and
are therefore not suitable for episodic data. Interpolation is obviously involved in visual representation of
trajectories by continuous lines but it is also implicitly involved in computation of movement speeds, directions, and other attributes characterizing the movement (these computations also assume that the positions are precise). The same holds for the summarization of movement data in the form of density or vector
fields. Mining methods for finding patterns of relative or collective movement of two or more objects
(e.g. meeting or flocking) also require fine-resolution
data. Since many of the existing methods are not applicable to episodic movement data, there is a need
in finding suitable approaches to analyzing this kind
of data and in the retrieval of data for the unobserved
locations [29, 28].

III.

Privacy Threats and Risks

From a business perspective, mobility data with sufficiently precise location estimation are often valuable
data enabling various location-based services; from
the perspective of privacy advocates, such insights are
often deemed a privacy threat or a privacy risk. Location privacy risks can arise if a third-party acquires
a data tuple (user ID, location), which proves that an
identifiable user has visited a certain location. In most
cases, the datum will be a triple that also includes a
time field describing when the user was present at this
location. Note that in theory there are no location privacy risks if the user cannot be identified or if the location cannot be inferred from the data. In practice,
however, it is difficult to determine when identification and such inferences are possible.
Recently, several location privacy incidents were
reported in the media. A famous incident regards the
case of Apple [9], where 3G Apple iOS devices were

reported to store the location of their mobile users’
in unencrypted form for a period of over one year.
This precise location information was stored without
the knowledge of the users and was transmitted to the
iTunes application during the synchronization of the
device. According to Apple, the stored location information was not used to track the users but was attributed to a programming error which was later fixed
with a software update.
Google was also reported to be using precise location data, collected from users’ mobile devices, to
improve the accuracy of its navigation services [20],
while Microsoft [32] recently admitted that their camera application in Windows Phone 7 ignored the users’
privacy settings to disable transmitting their location
information to Microsoft. In response to this incident,
the company issued a software update.
Although the above-mentioned privacy incidents
did not lead to actual harm caused to the individuals due to the lack of location privacy, the continual
flurry of such breaches is worrying as it becomes evident that sensitive location information may easily fall
into the wrong hands [10]. In the following subsections, we elaborate on different types of privacy risks
leading to user identification or to sensitive location
inferences.

III.A.

Collection of location information
with assigned user ID

This is the most trivial case, as long as the location
of the user is estimated with sufficient accuracy for
providing the intended LBS. In case the location is not
yet precise enough, various techniques (e.g. fusion of
several raw location data from various sensors) allow
for improving the accuracy.
• Example 1.1: MNO routinely stores tuples of
the form (cell ID and sector ID, user ID), e.g.
within the CDR data.
• Example 1.2: ASP gets the GPS-location for a
user who has already been identified, e.g. by
his/her log-in to the ASP or by a payment transaction.
• Example 1.3: From a smartphone, ASP receives the IDs and signal strengths of several nearby transmitters (base stations, WiFi devices,...). Based on previously established maps
of these transmitters, the ASP is able to estimate
a more precise location.

Figure 2: Comparison of continuous GPS (left) vs. episodic phone-based trajectories (right)

Figure 3: Time-space cube comparison of continuous GPS (left) vs. episodic phone-based trajectories (right)
Additionally, ASP may have direct access to a variety of publicly available spatial and temporal data
such as
• geographical space and inherent properties of
different locations and parts of the space (e.g.
street vs. park)
• various objects existing or occurring in space
and time: static spatial objects (having particular constant positions in space), events (having
particular positions in time), and moving objects
(changing their spatial positions over time)
Such information either exists in explicit form in public databases like OSM, WikiMapia or in ASP’s data
centers, or can be extracted from publicly available
data by means of event detection or situation simi-

larity assessment [3][4]. Combining such information with positions and identities of users allow deep
semantic understanding of their habits, contacts, and
lifestyle.

III.B.

Collection of anonymous location
information

When location data is collected without any obvious
user identifiers, privacy risks are reduced and such
seemingly anonymous data is usually exempted from
privacy regulations. It is, however, often possible to
re-identify the user based on quasi-identifying data
that has been collected. Therefore, the aforementioned risks can apply even to such anonymous data.
The degree of difficulty in re-identifying anonymous data depends on the exact details of the data

collection and anonymization scheme and the adversaries access to background information. Consider the
following examples:
Re-identifying individual samples. Individual location records can be re-identified through observation re-identification [31]. The adversary knows that
user Alice was the only user in location (area) l at time
t, perhaps because the adversary has seen the person
at this location or because records from another source
prove it. If the adversary now finds an anonymous datum (l, t) in the collected mobility data, the adversary
can infer that this datum could only have been collected from Alice and has re-identified the data. In
this trivial example, there is actually no privacy risk
from this re-identification because the adversary knew
a priori that Alice was at location l at time t, so the adversary has not learned anything new.
There are, however, three important variants of this
trivial case that can pose privacy risks. First, the
anonymous datum may contain a more precise location l0 or a more precise time t0 than the adversary
knew about a priori. In this case, the adversary learns
this more precise information. Second, the adversary
may not know that Alice was at l but simply know that
Alice is the only user who has access to location l.
In this latter case, also referred to as restricted space
identification, the adversary would learn when Alice
was actually present at this location. Third, the anonymous datum may contain additional fields with potentially sensitive information that the adversary did not
know before. Note, however, that such additional information can also make the re-identification task easier.
Re-identifying time-series location data. Reidentification can also become substantially easier
when location data is repeatedly collected and timeseries location traces are available. We refer to timeseries location traces, rather than individual location
samples when it is clear which set of location samples was collected from the same user (even though
the identity of the user is not known). For example,
the location data may be stored in separate files for
each user or a pseudonym may be used to link multiple records to the same user.
Example 2.1: A partner of the MNO has obtained
anonymized traces of a user, e.g. as a sequence of
CDRs where all user IDs have been removed. While
this looks like anonymous location data, various approaches exist to re-identify the user associated with
these mobility traces. One approach is to identify the
top 2 locations where the user has spent most of its
time. This corresponds in many cases to the home

and work location of a certain user.
Empirical research [15] has further observed that
the pair (home location, work location) is often already identifying a unique user. A recent empirical study [41] explains various approaches for reidentification of a user. Another paper has analyzed the consequences of increasingly strong reidentification methods to privacy law and its interpretation [35].
Further re-identification methods for location data
rely on various inference and data mining techniques.

III.C.

Collection of data without location

Even in absence of actual location readings provided
by positioning devices, location disclosures may occur by means of other modern technologies. Recent
work by Han, et al. [23] demonstrated that the complete trajectory of a user can be revealed with a 200 m
accuracy by using accelerometer readings, even when
no initial location information is known. What is
even more alarming is that accelerometers, typically
installed in modern smartphones, are usually not secured against third-party applications, which can easily obtain such readings without requiring any special privileges. Acceleration information can thus be
transmitted to external servers and be used to disclose
user location even if all localization mechanisms of
the mobile device are disabled.
Another example of privacy disclosures in mobile
devices regards the monitoring of user screen taps
through the use of accelerometer and gyroscope readings. Recent work by Miluzzo, et al. [33] demonstrated that user inputs across the display and the letters of a mobile device can be silently identified with
high precision through the use of motion sensors and
machine learning analysis. Their prototype implementation achieved tap location identification rates of
as high as 90% in accuracy, practically demonstrating that malevolent applications installed in mobile
devices may severely compromise the privacy of the
users.
Last but not least, several privacy vulnerabilities
may be exposed through the various resource types
that are typically supported and communicated by
modern mobile phone applications. Hornyack, et al.
[22] examined several popular Android applications
which require both internet access and access to sensitive data, such as location, contacts, camera, microphone, etc. for their operation. Their examination showed that almost 34% of the top 1100 popular Android applications required access to location

data, while almost 10% of the applications required
access to the user contacts. As can be anticipated, access of third-party applications to such sensitive data
sources may lead to both user re-identification as well
as sensitive information disclosure attacks, unless privacy enabling technology is in place.
• Example 3.1: During a vacation, a user has shot
many photos, which are all tagged with a timestamp but not geotagged. Then there are techniques to assign to most of these photos a geolocation, as long as these photos contain some
unique features. Similarly, there are techniques
to assign real names to most persons on these
photos, e.g. by using tools or crowd-sourcing as
provided e.g. by a social network or other platforms to store photos. Having time and places
of a photo stream one might reconstruct precise
trajectories.
• Example 3.2: An app is able to continuously
read the accelerometer of a hand-set. Then it can
reconstruct a 3D trace of the user’s movements.

IV.

Implications

Potentially sensitive location data from the use of
smartphones is now flowing to a largely inscrutable
ecosystem of international app and mobile platform
providers, often without knowledge of the data subject. This represents a fundamental shift from the
traditional mobile phone system, where location data
was primarily stored at more tightly regulated cellular
carriers that operated within national borders.
A large number of apps customize the presented information or their functionality based on user location. Examples of such apps include local weather information, location-based reminders, maps and navigation, restaurant rating, and friend finders. Such apps
often transmit the user location to a server, where it
may be stored for a longer duration.
It is particularly noteworthy, however, that mobile
advertisers and platform providers have emerged as
an additional entity that aggregates massive sets of location records obtained from user interactions with a
variety of apps. When apps request location information, the user location can also be disclosed to the mobile platform service provider as part of the wireless
positioning service function. Even apps that do not
need any location information to function, often reveal the user location to mobile advertisers. The information collected by these advertising and mobile
providers is arguably more precise than the call data

records stored by cellular carriers, since it is often obtained via WiFi positioning or the GPS. In addition,
privacy notices by app providers often neglect to disclose such background data flows [1]. While the diversity of location-based apps has been foreseen by
mobile privacy research to some extent—for example,
research on spatial cloaking [18] has sought to provide
privacy-preserving mechanisms for sharing location
data with a large number of apps—this aggregation of
data at mobile platform providers was less expected.
In essence, this development is for economic reasons.
Personal location information has become a tradable
good: users provide personal information for targeted
advertising in exchange for free services (quite similar to web-based advertising models). The advertising
revenue generated out of such data, finances the operation of the service provider. Because of this implicit
bargain between users and service providers, there is
little incentive to curb data flows or adopt stronger
technical privacy protections as long as it is not demanded by users or regulators.
We suspect, however, that many users are not fully
aware of this implicit bargain. Therefore, we believe
that it is most important from a privacy perspective
to create awareness of these data flows among users,
which is not incidentally the very first core principle
of the fair information practice principles [40]. It is
well understood that lengthy privacy disclosures, if
they exist for smartphone apps, are not very effective at reaching the majority of users and even the recent media attention regarding smartphone privacy 3
does not appear to have found a sufficiently wide audience as our workshop discussions suggest. Raising
awareness and empowering users to make informed
decisions about their privacy will require novel approaches, user-interfaces, and tools.
When using smartphones, users should not only be
aware of what data they are revealing to third-parties
and how frequently it is revealed but also should be
able to understand the potential risks of sharing such
data. For instance, users/subscribers in the EU are currently entitled to get a full copy of their personal data
stored by a commercial entity 4 but such voluminous
datasets can currently only be analyzed by experts.
Even then, it will be difficult to judge what sensitive
information can be learned from this dataset when it is
linked with other data about the same person or when
it is analyzed by a human expert with powerful vi3

For instance, http://blogs.wsj.com/wtk-mobile/ Retrieved 2012/10/18.
4
For example, an Austrian student requested all personal data
from Facebook and received a CD [21]

sual analysis tools [2]. Was the precision of a location
record sufficient to determine the building that a user
has entered? Is it possible to reconstruct the path a
users has taken between two location records? How
easily can one infer habits or health of a person based
on the location records collected from smartphones?
As another example, some service providers claim
to collect location data only in anonymous form. The
methods for re-identification, however, have evolved
quickly. When can ’anonymized’ time-series location
data really qualify as data that is not personally identifiable information and remain outside most current
privacy regulations? Finally, even non-georeferenced
data provided by the sensors embedded in a smartphone (camera, accelerometer, microphone, etc.), as
well as the files stored in the internal memory (photos,
music, playlists), allow extracting knowledge about
a person’s location and mobility. Overall, it appears
necessary to investigate what associations can be established and what inferences can be made by a human when the data is considered in context, and how
such information can be conveyed to users of services.
Users should also be able to learn in which countries their data is stored or processed, since this can
have important implications for the applicable legal
privacy framework. While the European Union has
achieved some degree of harmonization of privacy
standards for exported data from its citizens through
the safe harbor provisions [12], differences still exist,
for example, with respect to law enforcement access
to user data. We believe that providing transparency
of cross-border data flows would lead to a more meaningful public discussion of data protection policies.
For example, when data is handled by multi-national
corporations, should data subjects be given a choice
where their data is processed and stored?
We hope that the research community will help address these questions and will interface with data protection authorities and policy experts to actively define
privacy for this mobility data ecosystem.
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